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ABSTRACT
The FcaR receptor (CD89) binds to the constant region of Immunoglobulin (Ig) A to mediate mucosal
immunity [1–2]. FcaR consist of five exons: two that code for the signal peptide regions S1 & S2, two for
the extracellular regions EC1 and EC2, and the final exon for the transmembrane/cytoplasmic tail region
[3]. Previously, we reported that the EC1 region plays an essential role for extracellular membrane
localization of the receptor [4], where the absence of EC1 would prevent the variants from localizing to the
cell surface, even with a full signal peptide. In the case of FcaR Variant 4 (lacking the S2 region only), there
was some “leakiness” to membrane surface localization.
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Carrying on our investigation after our previous publication
[4], we investigated the role of EC2 in the extracellular mem-
brane localization by studying two additional FcaR variants
that lacked EC2: FcaR variants 3 (lacking only EC2 [3], Acces-
sion No; NM_133271.3) and 5 (lacking both S2 and EC2,
Accession No; NM_133273.3). Following the same methodol-
ogy [4], we transiently transfected variants 3 and 5, followed by
confocal microscopy and fluorescent activated cell sorting
(FACS) analysis. For confocal microscopy, HeLa cells (chosen
for their non-overlapping monolayer characteristics) were
seeded at 1 £ 104 cell/well on glass coverslips. Cells were
washed with cold PBS, fixed with 2% formaldehyde and
mounted onto glass slides before staining with DAPI (Cat no:
H-1500, Vector Laboratories). Similarly, FACS analyses were
also performed using PE anti-FcaR/CD89 antibodies (Cat no:
LS-C307768, Life Span Biosciences) on HEK293 EXPI cells
(chosen for their high transfection rates). Our results showed
that these FcaR splice variants (without EC2 region) were not
able to be detected extracellularly (by FACS) even if they con-
tained EC1 with or without a complete S1 + S2 signal peptide
(Figure 1) when compared to the control variant 1. Thus, it is
clear from the confocal microscopy and FACS analyses that
both EC1 and EC2 are crucial for correct FcaR surface mem-
brane localization. Like the EC1 region, EC2 also plays a signifi-
cant role in extracellular membrane localization for FcaR. A
deletion of EC2 in variants 3 and 5 gave similar findings to var-
iants that were lacking EC1 in our previous study [4]. It is
indeed surprising to find a role in membrane localization for
both EC1 and EC2 domains, especially given the more distal
location of EC2 from the signal peptide. Nonetheless, a recent
study suggesting that the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily
members closely resemble the CH1 domain of antibodies [5]
may help explain our observations. Given that antibody CH1

domain is known to bind BiP and released only upon the light
chain binding, it is possible that the Ig-like domains of EC1
and EC2 are both required for interactions in order to be
released from the ER. We also observed both variants (3 and 5)
to have less GFP+ve cells than those transfected with variant 1.
While there are many factors for this from the nature of the
transient tranfection efficiency of the plasmid to the required
complete domains of FcaR for effective expression and secre-
tion, there is the possibility of partial folding or lower protein
stability. In conclusion, FcaR is indeed an enigmatic protein
that does not fall within the preconceived notion of the role of
signal peptide motif at the N-terminus [6] in conventional pro-
tein secretory pathways. Beyond challenging the textbook
knowledge of signal peptides, our FcaR findings suggest that
proteins may need to be considered as a whole rather than
merely a sum of regions/domains. While certain protein
regions may have the dominant responsibility for specific func-
tions, FcaR clearly showed inter-region effects, where protein
localization can go beyond single domains.
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Figure 1. Confocal microscopy (first three columns) and FACS analysis (fourth column) of FcaR variants 1, 3 and 5. HeLa cells were transfected with FcaR variants with C-
terminal GFP tags. Variant 1 showed clear fusion protein localization on the membrane whereas variants 3 and 5 showed predominant intracellular localizations. FACS
plots of PE-signal on the Y-axis and GFP-signal on the X-axis of HEK293 EXPI cells transfected with GFP fused FcaR variants showed detection of FcaR on extracellular
membrane by anti-FcaR-PE antibody only for variant 1.
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